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INTRODUCTION

This report describes the results of a program of geophysical and 

geological surveys carried out to cover claims L-489656 b L -489657 in the 

south half of the west half of Lot 7, Concession V, Township of Maisonville, 

Larder Lake Mining Division, Ontario. The fieldwork was carried out by the 

writer and his partners in August 1980 and the results are depicted on three 

plans accompanying this report, plotted to the scale l" = 200'.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The two claims are located one-half mile to the south of Wolf Lake 

at the north central part of the Township of Maisonville. Maisonville is 

located to the immediate south of the Village of Bourkes, midway between

Matheson and Kirkland Lake. j
j

Access was made from Bourkes by bush road to the east end of Wolf Lake' 

and by boat to the west part of the same lake where a trail was cut south 

through a swamp to the northeast corner of the property.

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL DATA

The two claims were staked to cover several strong new airborne 

electromagnetic conductors with interesting magnetic associations at the 

west end of a series of conducting zones which appeared striking southeasterly 

over three miles through an area with zinc, lead and copper showings,to Goose 

Egg Lake where Kerr Addison Mines and others had test drilled for a deposit 

of base metals. The airborne geophysical data are on Map P.2256, Geophys. 

Ser., scale 1:20,000, OGS, with northeast-southwest flight lines. The air 

borne electromagnetic and total intensity magnetic survey was by Questor

Surveys Limited for the Ontario Geological Survey, survey and compilation, j
l
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February and March 1979. j 

The strong conductors indicated on the two claims may be grouped into

two zones, one of which, a short conductor zone, is located to the immediate !
j

south of the over three-mile-long main zone. This relatively short conductor! 

zone runs along the northeast rim of a strong magnetic grain.

MINERAL EXPLORATION

According to Geological Report 92, BY H. L. Lovell, 1971, O.D.M.,

near Goose Egg Lake in Lot 4, Concession IV, Kerr Addison Mines, Limited
i i

drilled seven holes in a zone of mineralized graphitic tuff and cherty slate,] 

interbedded with mafic and felsic volcanics that are cut by diorite. About 

l percent combined zinc, copper and lead was intersected in 40- to 60-foot 

lengths of core.

According to Preliminary Geological Map No. P 409, also by H. L. 

Lovell, issued 1967 by O.D.M., appreciable amounts of zinc, lead, and copper 

exist in slate and volcanic rocks near Nolf Lake and, south of Molf Lake, 

Hoyle Mining Company, Limited worked on high grade zones of sphalerite, 

galena, and chalcopyrite in carbonatized and silicified slate, dacite, and 

silicic tuff.

Although there is a galena showing located to the immediate east of 

now Claim L-489656, the high grade zones referred to above are apparently 

for the two zones located at about two claims to the east of now Claim 

L-489657.

Said preliminary map of 1967 showed the occurrence of a lens of meta- 

sediments cut by a drill hole at the east boundary of Concession V, Lot 7, 

north half, southeast corner. This occurrence has apparently been moved to 

the central part of the same north half, Lot 7, Concession V, and credited
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to INCO on Map 2215, accompanying Geological Report 92, 1971. The hole 

intersected graphitic tuff, chert, and volcanic rocks. The rocks contain 

weak mineralization and are cut by quartz veins.

In the field, the writer was unable to find any indication of said 

INCO hole at the location as shown on Map 2215. However, as will be noted 

in the section on the geology of the property, a drill site found at the 

northeast part of Lot 7, Concession V, south half, is possibly the location 

of said hole.

Maisonville Township was prospected intensively in search of gold 

during the early days of the Kirkland Lake gold rush. The height of 

prospecting activity was in the 1930's. There were three producers, one of 

which is located just east of Wolf Lake (Lakeland Gold Mines, Limited) where

Lacana Mining Corp. was conducting a test drilling program while the writer j
i\

was doing survey work on the two claims herein concerned. i

GENERAL GEOLOGY

Geology of the Bourkes Area is on Map 2215 accompanying Geological j
i

Report 92, by H. L. Lovell, 1971, published by the Ontario Department of j 

Mines and Northern Affairs. For Maisonville Township the geology given on 

said map is identical to that given on Preliminary Geological Map No. P.409 

by the same author, issued 1967, except for differences, such as the one 

described above under Mineral Exploration.

These maps showed that the area of the property is mostly underlain

by gabbro, diorite and may include some Keewatin mafic to intermediate meta-
i

volcanics. These intrusives and some ultrabasic rocks located in the neigh-
i

bouring townships are classified as Haileyburian, early Algoman, and Keewatin.'
j 
l

. . ... i
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They intrude Timiskaming or Keewatin metasediments and Keewatin meta- i 

! volcanics and are intruded by Algoman felsic intrusive rocks -- a boss of

which is located to the immediate south of the two claims herein concerned, j
i 

The metasediments indicated at the northeast corner of the property i

area are apparently found by drilling and are similar to the tightly-folded, !
i

steeply-dipping cherty slate and chert or tuff found at this part of the j

township at Wolf Lake and Goose Egg Lake. These rocks, their structure and j

the lack of characteristic conglomerates suggested Keewatin rather than j

Timiskaming. As indicated on said Map 2215, the band of metasediments may i
i
i

extend southeasterly toward Goose Egg Lake and then turn to the northeast 

toward the axis of a major north-south syncline in Lot 4, Concession V. 

The said band thus indicates the occurrence of a cross fold related to a 

2nd order southeasterly stress at the west flank of the syncline. North 

westerly shears noted in the vicinity may also be related to this 2nd order 

stress.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

The geological survey was carried out by the writer along a line grid j
i 

cut and chained at 300-foot intervals, northeast-southwest, covering the two j
i

claims and also along the claim lines. Outcrop geology and a correlation i
i

with magnetic and electromagnetic survey results are depicted on Plan No. l 

accompanying this report. '
i

Outcrop geology observed on the two claims are tabled as follows: j
l 

Cenozoic - all recent swamp and stream deposits j
i

- Unconformity - j
i

Precambrian - Archean j

Mafic intrusive rocks (Post-Timiskaming or Post-Keewatin) j
j
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Gabbro, hornblende-rich gabbro and meta-gabbro, 

ophitic gabbro, and diorite. 

- Intrusive contact -

Mafic-intermediate metavolcancs (Keewatin) 

Andesite-basalt

The mafic intrusives are as a rule medium-grained and mainly gabbro 

and diorite. In places, the gabbro has been metamorphosed to a hornblende- 

rich gabbro and/or meta-gabbro (amphibolite) where it commonly occurs with 

some sulphide mineralization. Several samples obtained along the west

boundary of the claim group were found to be ophitic or locally ophitic.
i

The diorite is lighter in colour, containing less than 50X mafic minerals j
i 

(secondary hornblende) and apparent white oligoclase. j

The metavolcancis noted on Plan No. l include andesite and basalt. j
i

Only one possible outcrop of andesite, with quartz veinlets and minor j
i

sulphides, is located on the property in a trench located along the east i
i 

boundary of L-489657. Large bodies of andesite-basalt were observed to the i
i

immediate east of the northeast corner of Claim L-489656. Map 2215, O.D.M., 

showed that there is a formation of metasediments located to the west of 

these outcrops of andesite-basalt. The metasediments were cut by a drill 

hole located to the north of said claim.

As noted before, the writer could not find the drill hole at the
i

location given on Map 2215, O.D.M. However, a drill site is located at LO, i 

530 north, 50' east, at the northeast part of said claim. This drill site l 

is taken as possibly used by Inco. Judging from what is left at the site, 

Mr. Bob Portelance, an experienced driller, is of the opinion that it is the
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last hole they drilled in the area.
i

There are many quartz veins and veinlets cutting the mafic intrusives j

and volcanics at a northeast-southwest direction. They are apparently j
i 

following tensional fractures and tested by many trenches and pits as noted j
i 

on Plan No. 1. !
t

Using magnetic and electromagnetic data to be discussed in the j
f

following sections, one fault or shear is inferred as striking northwesterly,i 

cutting the mafic intrusives, and one fault or shear contact is inferred as i 

marking the boundary between the mafic intrusives to the southwest and the ! 

metavolcanics which may include some metasediments to the northeast. These \ 

northwesterly breaks could be important as at about one mile to the northwest 

there is an interesting gold occurrence with some high values found in a widej 

shear zone in Lot 9, Concession VI, Maisonville Township.

MAGNETIC SURVEY

The magnetic survey was carried out by using a Fluxgate Magnetometer 

on the line grid established on the two claims. Base-check method was used 

with the base control station located at L-0 on the base line. As given on 

Plan No. 2, contours were made at 500-gamma intervals between minus 500

gammas to 2000 gammas. !
i 

- The survey encountered an anomaly with readings of over 3000 gammas j
f 
l

to over 4000 gammas at the south part of L3E. The location corresponds j
i 

somewhat with the aeromagnetic grain indicated at that locality on P. 2256, l

O.D.S. It is unipolar. As some local disseminated mineralization of fine j
i 

magnetite was observed at outcrops of metagabbro, this anomaly is probably j

due to the same. i
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The anomaly drops to below 500 gammas at its northeast boundary and 

then goes up to a weak, elongated anomaly with high readings from 800 to l

over 1000 gammas. The boundary between the strong and weak anomalies is j
i 

inferred as indicating a northwest-southeast break, likely a fault or shear, j

A correlation with geology and electromagnetic data shows that this break j 

cuts through mafic intrusives and is associated in part with an interesting 

conductor (Conductor "C", see section on Electromagnetic Survey).

Further to the north, the magnetic readings are commonly below zero 

and immediately off the outcrops of mafic intrusives, the readings drop to 

below minus 500 gammas. There, a narrow, northwest-southeast-striking, low

magnetic zone is inferred as marking a shear or fault contact between mafic j
i 

intrusives to the southwest and metavolcanics and metasediments to the \
i 

northeast. An interesting conductor (Conductor "B") has been encountered at l
i 

the northwest end of this inferred structure. j

j

ELECTROMAGNETIC SURVEY j 

The electromagnetic survey was carried out by using a Ronka EM-16 :
i

instrument along the established line grid with operator facing north at 

right angle to the transmitter station NAA. As shown on Plan No. 3 accom 

panying this report, in- and out-of-phase readings at 100-foot intervals i
i 

were given and plotted as profiles. Steepest slope on the in-phase profile f
i

is used for the plotting of the location of the conductor and a correlation 

with the magnetic data for the inferred axis of the conductor.

The survey encountered three conductors which are letters "A", "B" 

and "C".

Conductor "A" has the strongest changes in in-phase readings (from
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+4Q to -62). The out-of-phase changes are, however, not characteristics j
i

of a good local conductor, but a regional type. A drill site, believed to be i
i

used by Inco, is located at the east end of this conductor which continues ii
from L-0 to L-3W for an indicated length of over 300 feet. There are no !

!

appreciable magnetic changes associated with this conductor, which is \

j 
inferred as located within metavolcanics-metasediments. i

Conductor "B" is located on L-6W, 300+ feet to the west of "A". j 

It has characteristics identical with "A" except for the fact that it is 

located on an inferred fault or shear contact zone between mafic intrusives '

and metavolcanics. j
i 

Conductor "C" is encountered at 525' S. of L-0 and at 475' S. of L-3E.I

It is apparently a localized conductor with moderate phase changes (in-phase ;
i

from +21 to minus 10, and somewhat corresponding out-of-phase changes). It \
l

has an indicated length of over 300 feet, open to the west. It is inferred !i
as locating along a fault or shear zone cutting mafic intrusives and j 

carrying disseminating type of sulphides. The VLF responses are apparently j

from a very shallow depth. However, the airborne electromagnetic data on \
i

Map P.2256 showed that this conductor is a six-channel anomaly detected by j

two nearly overlapping flight lines. It follows that the conductor may '

extend in depth. It should be noted here that some sulphide mineralization j

has been observed on a small outcrop to the immediate south of Conductor "C" \
\

at 560' S., L-0, 20' E. The rock is a medium- to fine-grained gabbro, in !i
4

part sheared and altered and carrying some irregular-shaped grey carbonate, j

Sulphides are in small patches and in fine streaks. No graphite was ;
i 

observed. A grab sample assayed 0.08 oz/t gold, 0.05 - Q.5% copper and j

0.01 - Q.1% zinc. j
i

.. -
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The surveys have successfully checked on the ground several airborne 

geophysical anomalies which were encountered in the area of the two claims, 

by a program of aeromagnetic and electromagnetic surveys conducted by the 

Ontario Geological Survey in 1979. The results are fully described in this 

report.

The geological setting of the claims is interesting and has possibi 

lities for gold and base metals. However, one of the strong electromagnetic 

conductor zones had apparently been test drilled by others but was not 

recorded, or recorded on a wrong location on government geological maps.

Nevertheless, two other conductors have apparently never been tested, 

one of which (Conductor "C") has a positive indication for gold to warrant 

diamond drilling.

As the property is now extended to cover a nine-claim group with a 

greatly improved geological picture favourable for gold, the writer 

recommends to treat the two claims as part of the group and to complete 

other testing and valuation prior to drilling targets described in this 

report.

Prepared by:

Toronto, Ontario 

November 1980
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